Stable One’s
Rocket Token

Abstract
The StableOne team is developing an incubator, specifically dedicated to decentralized financial
applications. By focusing on this niche we hope to bring better financial products to our users.

This Document is not a Prospectus
This document does not constitute nor imply a prospectus of any sort. No wording contained herein
should be construed as a solicitation for investment. Accordingly, this whitepaper does not pertain
in any way to an offering of securities in any jurisdiction worldwide whatsoever. Rather, this
whitepaper constitutes a technical description of the functionality of the StableOne Rocket
products and the development and distribution of StableOne Rocket Token.

This Document is not a final technical specification
This document does not constitute nor imply a final technical specification of StableOne Rocket.
Information presented in this whitepaper, technical or otherwise, is meant to outline the concept of
StableOne Rocket, its design and its use-cases and is subject to change.
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Executive Summary
In recent weeks we’ve had an outpouring from the StableOne community asking for additional
features, functionality and applications to be added to the StableOne suite. In response, we’ve
launched Dragon Den, the first NFT to guard your staked MATIC on the StableOne platform. But, we
don’t want to stop there.
Many of you, feeling inspired by the success of both of these projects have reached out to us about
ideas that you’ve had to improve DeFi and build better financial tools for our community. This gave
us an idea. What if we allowed the community to decide the direction of the StableOne ship. Instead
of us at the mantle, we put the whole community in control to decide what applications we should
fund next.
We call this concept the StableOne Rocket, an accelerator and incubator that takes the
community's ideas and propels them into production.

How does it work? The mechanics are quite simple. StableOne will, from this day forward,
officially become a DAO, governed by stakeholders. The governance token $SROCKET will grant
users the ability to share in the decision making process for which projects StableOne will launch
next, and as $SROCKET holders, you’ll also share in the profits of ALL of the additional ventures.
For instance, if StableOne Rocket were to launch a new DeFi clone of UniSwap on the Polygon
chain. 100% of the profits from the fees on the Uniswap clone would be distributed proportionally to
token holders.
We see this project helping in two different ways. First, it allows users to decide on which projects
they’d like us to build next. This way anything that StableOne Rocket builds will instantly have users,
and a community surrounding the project. Second, WAGMI (we’re all going to make it). We’ll all be
in the same boat (or ship in this case) and as the projects profit, $SROCKET holders profit as well.
We’re building and launching these projects so that we can all launch together, and prove that
you don’t need massive amounts of external funding from large corporations to build amazing
projects.

$SROCKET Tokenomics
There will be a fixed supply of 100,000 $SROCKET, priced at a total valuation of 10,000,000 MATIC.
The total amount of $SROCKET available to the public will be 65,000.

The team will reserve 10,000 $SROCKET vested over 4 years with a 1 year cliff.
There will be 20,000 $SROCKET reserved for developers and other community members that
assist with the production of future applications.
Additionally there will be 5,000 $SROCKET reserved to be staked as a liquidity pair on
various exchanges.

Team(10,000 $SROCKET)
Liquidity (5,000 $SROCKET)
Presale(25,000 $SROCKET)
Publicsale(40,000 $SROCKET)
Development(20,000 $SROCKET)

$SROCKET Utility
Proportional Voting Rights on which projects should be developed next. (See “Voting Cycle”
section for more details).
Profit Sharing on all future AND past StableOne ventures.
Yes you heard that right, all $SROCKET holders will receive MATIC rewards from StableOne’s
existing platform as well as the royalties of all Dragon Den NFT sales!
See the “Technical Specifications” for an explanation of how these profits will be split.

Voting Cycles
In order to determine which apps are added to the StableOne suite of DeFi applications,
there will be voting cycles each season consisting of 4 phases.

Phase One,
Polling:

This is an open invitation from the community to publish ideas for which
applications we should build. Ultimately if we are to go with that
application that user is rewarded with 10 $SROCKET tokens (which initially
are valued at 500 MATIC). Polling will take place over the course of the
first 4 weeks. This way all of the applications can be submitted and
reviewed by the community. In this stage, each token holder will be able
to have the ability to vote either yes or no to a project.

Phase Two,
Ranked Choice Vote:

After Polling, the top five projects that have gotten yes votes will move on
to a ranked-choice vote. At this point, there will be one to two-page
documents for token holders to review per project. Based on this more
thorough review the token holders will now make a ranked-choice vote
over the course of 1 week.

Phase Three,
Head to Head Battle:

The two projects with the top two most votes in the ranked-choice vote
will now present a condensed whitepaper. Each concept will have its
own 30-minute Q&A. This is the last round of voting. Whichever concept
receives the most votes during this Head to Head Battle round will be
developed and added to the StableOne suite. This phase will be over the
course of 1 week.

Phase Four,
Development:

After one concept wins out in the head-to-head battle development of
the app will start! The specific timeline of development will be published
within the project’s whitepaper, but on average we’d like the projects to
have a runway of 4-8 weeks to production/profitability.

In total there will be 4 seasons in the first year, 3 seasons after that, 2 seasons the next year, and
on the last year there will be 1 project. At the end of the first 4 years we will have 10 projects that
build the StableOne suite. Each project will share its profits through the StableOne Rocket Engine
and Control Center via the $SROCKET token (see details on “Technical Specifications).

Initial Cycles
Within the first two cycles, we’d like to start off building some foundational applications that can
then be leveraged in our subsequent projects. To stay true to our mission, we’ve decided that we’ll
need at least two of the following baseline applications which will tremendously improve the DeFi in
general, and specifically DeFi on the Polygon Network. Our hope is to snowball these projects into a
Protocol owned liquidity format in which the Protocol itself has a decent amount of collateral
associated with it’s projects so that we can leverage that liquidity and inject it into our newly
launched DApps. Token holders will be able to vote on which of these platforms will be built on each
of these cycles.

StableOne’s Polygon Portfolio backed Stablecoin: This project would create
a portfolio similar to that of FEI but on the Polygon network in order to create a StableCoin
that has underlying wealth associated with it.

StableOne’s FlashLoans Protocol: Similar to Aave’s Flash Loans but Polygon Native.

StableOne’s Decentralized Exchange: Liquidity will be owned by the
platform reducing the need for soliciting external liquidity pairs (ultimately increasing the
profitability of the exchange for token holders).

StableOne’s Margin Trading: Due to the underlying liquidity of the protocol, we
can introduce trading on margin within certain limits, something not yet brought to any
other platform.

StableOne’s NFT Trading Platform: A marketplace in which users can instantly
swap NFTs like trading cards with other users. Additionally there may be functionality
similar to LooksRare or OpenSea.

As stated in the “Voting

Cycles” section, these five different platforms will be voted upon in

the first week of the season in a ranked choice voting system. The top two choices after that vote
will then go head to head the following week after more fully fleshed out documentation and
mechanics are released to token holders. This documentation will include the expected costs
associated with the project, the expected returns and timelines as well as other benefits the
community may receive from the projects.

Profit Sharing
One of the main characteristics of the $SROCKET token is to share in the profitability of The
applications that the StableOne Rocket incubator and accelerator builds and maintains.
Each of these new projects will have a fixed address to send the platform/smart contract fees
from the application to stakeholders (via the Control Center).
This fixed address will point to the StableOne Control Center which will divy out the profits to token
holders based on how many tokens they hold.
1 token = 0.001%
1,000 tokens = 1%
100,000 tokens = 100%
These rewards will be in the form of MATIC, and will be dispersed to token holders’ accounts on a
daily basis.
This will obviously fluctuate depending on the usage of the applications, but currently based on the
profitability of Dragon Den and StableOne Staking, this equates to about 35,000 MATIC per day.
Therefore the breakdown in MATIC equates to:
1 token = 0.35 MATIC / DAY
1,000 tokens = 350 MATIC / DAY
100,000 tokens = 35,000 MATIC /
DAY
This profitability is expected to increase over the next few months and years as we continue to add
new projects to the StableOne suite of applications.
Based on the tokenomic breakdown, there will be no need for additional capital injections at any
point in time after the initial launch of the StableOne Rocket. This is because 20,000 $SROCKET tokens
will be held in a reserve for development purposes, meaning that roughly 20% of all of the fees
associated with previous projects will be used to fund the development of new applications.
After the 10 total projects (see Roadmap) have been completed, these development reserve and
liquidity reserve tokens will be evenly redistributed to lifetime token holders so that they can receive
rewards for HODLing throughout all of our development cycles.

This will be calculated based on time held per wallet. Therefore the longer you hold $SROCKET, the
larger a distribution you’ll receive once the developer and liquidity funds are distributed back to the
community
This redistribution airdrop will occur exactly 4 years from the initial sale of $SROCKET and will
redistribute proportionally to long term HODLrs. See below an example of theairdrop rewards:

HODLrs
STAKE

4 Years
HODLrs

GET

X

MATICS

33*x/100

If a token holder holds their tokens for 4 years non-stop they will receive a 33% bonus airdrop after
the 4 year period.
If a user holds for 2 years and sells all of their $SROCKET, regardless they will still receive their airdrop
of 15% of what they had previously owned at that address (because they have held for 50% of the
time)
Here is a diagram of how the redistribution of reserve $SROCKET will be allocated to stakeholders
after the 4 years of development.

Technical Specifications
Behind the scenes, the technical specifications of how $SROCKET holders receive their MATIC
payments is quite simple. There are two parts, the Engine, and the Control Center.
The StableOne Engine (which will be attached to every single project launched through $SROCKET) is
the life-blood of the application and is where the application is powered. Typically a user of the
application will send fuel to the application (in the form of MATIC) and it will ultimately end up in the
Engine.

Application

User 1

User 1
Engine

Control Center

$ SROCKET HOLDERS

In addition to fuel/gas costs, the user of the application will pay DAO fees for the management of
the application and its ongoing development. This is typically a flat rate or a percentage of the
transaction. These DAO fees are sent from the Engine to the StableOne Control Center.

This Control Center will then automatically send the payments for these DAO fees directly to the
community through the $SROCKET tokens. The technical protocol being used to send these
payments is a PaymentSplitter contract with an automatic dispersion each 24 hour period.
If the fee is 100 MATIC, and you hold 1% of the total $SROCKET token, then you’ll receive 1 MATIC for
every single transaction on that application forever.

Let’s use our current platform StableOne Staking as an example so that we can use real numbers.
Yesterday StableOne pulled in 35,000 MATIC in fees from the staking platform. Now, all of those fees
will be distributed evenly across our 100,000 $SROCKET tokens therefore each token holder will
receive 0.35 MATIC per $SROCKET token DAILY from just the StableOne Staking platform alone.
As the list of projects grows, so will the DAILY profit sharing distributed to each token holder.

Token Sale
The token sale will be split into two different phases:
The token presale.
The token public sale.

Presale: February 20th, 2022 - February 28th, 2022
The token presale will only be open to Stable One Community, and will be a sale of the first 25,000
$SROCKET tokens.
The token presale price will be 75 MATIC per token.

Public Sale: March 1st, 2022 - March 15th, 2022

The token public sale will be open to everyone else and will be a sale of the last 40,000 $SROCKET
tokens.
The total supply of $SROCKET tokens will be 100,000 therefore 1,000 $SROCKET tokens is equivalent to
1% of the total supply and therefore profits associated with the Stable One Rocket.
Any unsold $SROCKET tokens in the pre-sale will be available for purchase in the public sale. Any
public sale $SROCKET tokens that are not sold will be split proportionately to all token holders. Eg. If
1000 tokens aren’t sold and you hold 1% (1,000) $SROCKET tokens you will then receive an additional 10
tokens once the public sale closes.

Secondary Markets
Even though we prefer that our community HODLs their $SROCKET, we understand that life happens
and sometimes you just need to cash out. With new projects this is sometimes difficult due to
liquidity issues and low daily trading volume. We don’t want this to happen to our community so
we’re instituting two different mechanisms to ensure our users aren’t left with illiquid tokens.

Reserve Liquidity: Liquidity is baked into our Tokenomic Model. We will be setting aside
5,000 $SROCKET to create liquidity pairs across well known DEXes on Polygon so that our
community can exchange with each other without having to wait on external forces.

Market Making: If for some reason the liquidity dries up on these exchanges we will always
have the option for token holders to liquidate through StableOne directly at a rate that is
10% below market value, with a lower limit of price that is 30% below our original valuation
of 100 MATIC per token. – We want to assure everyone that we believe in the project long
term, this is not a rug pull and we’d love to buy back any $SROCKET to put back into the
treasury.
This baseline functionality will be hard coded into the treasury so that the baseline value
of any $SROCKET token will always be able to be redeemed for 70 MATIC regardless of the
price of the token on secondary markets.

Fund Allocations
The majority of the funds raised during the $SROCKET token sale will be put towards two things.

Development: Building applications is the heart of the StableOne Rocket, and this
rocket drives the profitability of the platform.

Liquidity: Once applications are built, it’s important to have liquidity to assure close to
100% uptime in functional applications such as exchanges or Stable Coins.

Treasury: This positive-yield managed treasury will act as an underlying vehicle to
grow the reserves of the platform and hedge against risk for the community. If there are
fewer profits per month than the other, the treasury will help as a buffer to fund
development even during crypto winters.
10% -> Team
20% -> Development
30% -> Liquidity
40% ->Treasury

Team(10%)
Development(20%)
Liquidity(30%)
Treasury(40%)

Road Map

2022
Stable One Rocket Launch:
$SROCKET Presale:

Today

February 20th, 2022 - February 28th, 2022

$SROCKET Public Sale:

March 1st, 2022 - March 15th, 2022

Stable One Rocket Token ($SROCKET) Listed On Uniswap V3, SushiSwap, QuickSwap, and Ape Swap - March 15th, 2022

March 31st, 2022 - April 7th, 2022

Head to Head Battle

April 8th, 2022 - April 15th, 2022

Development Starts

April 15th, 2022

Development Ends

Jun 1st, 2022

1 elcyC

1 nosaeS

Ranked Choice Vote

April 21st, 2022 - April 28th, 2022

Head to Head Battle

April 29th, 2022 - May 6th, 2022

Development Starts

May 6th, 2022

Development Ends

July 22nd, 2022

2 elcyC

2 nosaeS

Ranked Choice Vote

Public Polling Cycle

Public Polling Cycle

#1

#1

May 15th - Aug 15th,
2022

Aug 15th, 2022 - Dec 15th,
2022

2023
Public Polling Cycle

Public Polling Cycle

Public Polling Cycle

#3

#4

#5

Jan 15th, 2023 - Apr 15th,
2023

Apr 15th, 2023 - Aug 1st,
2023

Aug 1st, 2023 - Dec 15th,
2023

2024
Public Polling Cycle

Public Polling Cycle

#6

#7

May 15th - Aug 15th,
2022

Aug 15th, 2022 - Dec 15th,
2022

2025

Public Polling Cycle
#8

Jan 15th, 2025 - December
15th, 2025

2026
Redistribution Airdrop:
Maintenance Phase

March 15th, 2026

